Natural Orifice Translumenal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) is one of the future operating techniques [1,2,3,4]. There is a need on eligible instruments and endoscopes for a successful intervention by the surgeon. Especially the flexible endoscopes are useful tools to examine the surgical field. Common flexible endoscopes are critical instruments related to sterilization and frequently used in a non-sterile state. Thus there is a high risk due to transfer of infectious agents [5,6,7,8]. This is based on the sterilization technique and the technical setup of a flexible endoscope. This work shows how to build up a flexible autoclavable endoscope and presents an entire system for NOTES applications.
Introduction
NOTES is a promising endoscopic surgical technique. In comparison with common laparoscopy there is no need of external incisions. Thus passing a natural orifice, like mouth, urethra or anus and penetrating by an internal incision stomach, bladder or colon to examine and manipulate in the space of surgical field (e.g. gall bladder). In stomach for example there are less pain sensory receptors leading to a slight post-operative trauma. Internal incisions do not have to be sutured to some extent and even gastric acid can render bacterias innocuous. Another advantage is based on the cosmetic aspect. An additional challenge is the changeover from a non-sterile (e.g. colon) into a sterile area (gall bladder) during intervention.
Therefor the surgeons need small controllable instruments and sterile flexible endoscopes for illumination and examination in the surgical field. Common flexible endoscopes are often used in a non-sterile state and cause the transfer of infectious agents [5, 6, 7, 8] based on the sterilization procedure with ethylene oxide (EtO) that can take up to 3 days. Cleaning and disinfection of the instruments between interventions that can take up to approximately one hour are not sufficient for a safe and clean application. Instruments in sterile state are necessary -germfree not lowgerm. A faster, reliable and standardized sterilization can be realized with high pressure saturated steam called autoclavation. Thus there are three main technical requirements to the endoscopic equipment for successful sterilization with an autoclave and a reliable and safe intervention:
-Conditioning: Standardized, reproducible, common and fast sterilization procedure by autoclavation -Mechanical behavior: Variable rigidity of endoscopic pole with good counter bearing and controllable deflectable distal tip -Functionality: Working channels for manipulation in surgical field
Conditioning
Common flexible endoscopes composed of thermolabile materials are usually sterilized using the mentioned EtO gas environment within an extensive processing sequence. However, sterilizations with EtO imply a significant technical effort, induce occupational safety risks due to the high toxicity and still belong to a critical technology, in terms of usage and availability. Mostly this is done by an external service provider. This and the fact that polymeric endoscopes can hardly be processed is the reason, that some flexible endoscopes are used in a non-sterile state causing the transfer of infectious agents, as discussed in scientific publications [5, 6, 7, 8] . That is the motivation for developing a flexible endoscope that can be sterilized by autoclavation at (145°C, 2,3bar), a standardized, faster, more reliable, and more common process.
Mechanical Behavior
Common flexible Endoscopes are covered with polymers especially elastomers. Elastic tubings out of polyurethane, silicone or other materials with high elasticity and low stiffness are not suitable as counter bearing allowing force feedback from the instrument to the surgeon and better intracorporal guiding and manipulating. Special designed tubings out of thin deposited metal layers have a positive impact and lead due to geometry and material properties to an improvement of the force feedback and guiding of the endoscope to surgical field. Additionally the whole mechanical setup has to be hermetically sealed in order to avoid entry of liquid during intervention and also the intrusion of saturated water steam during sterilization.
The realization of a high flexible deflectable distal tip adhering the mentioned requirements is another challenge in this work. For successful manipulation side the body the distal tip should be bendable into various directions and angles in range of forces
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With the help of the optimized process parameters the high flexible poles thickness of 19µm with thickness distribution of 2µm.
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With the help of the optimized process parameters the are thickness of 19µm with thickness distribution of rosscut through a high flexible and hermetic sealed pole for the distal tip of the endoscope The resulted poles were also characteri orces, hermetical tightness ± 160°p ole was pressurized with an overpressure of 0.35 temperature was controlled in temperature tured pole would result in an obvious change of the a tion forces and the pressure as it is shown in image 5
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After the thermal treatment cross grinded characterize them and optimize the parameter settings for the electrochemical deposition and was manufactured with varying stiffness of the tip at the surgical field ing capability. For the protection of the high flexible pole tube this flushing ments during intervention.
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For the protection of the high flexible pole was imposed on the whole pole (image 7). By doing it is also possible to impose multiluminal tubings for flushing and manipulating with minimal invasive instr ments during intervention.
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